GET UP TO SPEED ON OUR NEW TRADING CYCLE

When you move to our
new technology platform,
it is important that you are
aware of how our new
trading cycle operates, as
this determines when you
are able to instruct further
transactions on your
client’s account.
A subsequent transaction can
commence once we have received
electronic confirmation from the
fund manager that all assets have
been sold.
In other words, assets can be
bought once the sell instruction
has been completed.

CUT OFF

DEALING POINT

CONTRACT NOTE

SETTLEMENT

•A
 ll fund groups have a cut off
time that needs to be met to
ensure trades are conducted at
the next dealing point.

•E
 ach fund group has a dealing
point where the assets of a fund
are valued and a price is set for
those buying and those selling
into the fund.

• F und groups will issue a
contract note to Old Mutual
Wealth for the requested
trades.

If the process means units are
only being sold the proceeds
will be available in the product’s
cash account four days after the
dealing point or shorter where the
fund has a quicker settlement time.

• F or the majority of funds, this
cut off time can be met by
submitting your instructions by
•1
 1am for trades outside a
model portfolio (loose assets),
excluding exchange traded
investments
•1
 0.45am for trades
inside a model portfolio
or discretionary managed
portfolio, including exchange
traded investments.
•1
 2.15pm and 3.15pm
for ETI trades outside of
models (loose assets).
•A
 minority of funds are
exceptions to this and you
should consult our website to
understand the cut off time for
your chosen funds.

For financial advisers only

• T he majority of funds deal at
12 noon on the day of trade.
There are some exceptions, and
again details of these can be
found on our website.

• T he receipt of this contract note
is usually electronic and is vital
to release the next stage of the
cycle e.g. buy leg of switch.

EXAMPLE 1
A sell down of assets to cash where the
trade is submitted before a fund’s cut off
time. For instance a Cirilium Portfolio.
This example takes five working days to
complete and settle.
SELL TRADE

Please note that if assets are
being withdrawn, there will be
an additional period over which
payment will be made to your client.

CUT OFF
Adviser places trade
before cut off

10:45

DEALING POINT
Asset manager receives
sell instructions to action
at valuation point

12:00

CONTRACT NOTE
Asset manager issues
electronic contract note
to confirm proceeds
of trades

SETTLEMENT
17:00

MONDAY

Cash proceeds available
for withdrawal

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

09:00
18:00

FRIDAY

A sell down of assets to cash where trade
is submitted after a funds cut off time and
where the fund has a late dealing point.
For instance a Vangard Lifestyle fund. This
example takes six working days to complete
and settle.

SELL TRADE

EXAMPLE 2

Adviser places trade after
fund’s cut off of 09:00

MONDAY

CONTRACT NOTE

DEALING POINT

CUT OFF
10:45

Asset manager receives
sell instructions to action
at valuation point

TUESDAY

21:00

Asset manager issues
electronic contract note
to confirm proceeds of
trades
WEDNESDAY

SETTLEMENT
08:30

Cash proceeds available
for withdrawal

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

MONDAY

09:00
18:00

EXAMPLE 2

A switch/rebalance where the instruction is submitted before a fund’s cut off
time on the day of trade, and where the funds being traded have standard
cut off and dealing times. For instance a switch from Cirilium Adventurous
Portfolio to Cirilium Moderate Portfolio. This example takes two working days.

A switch/rebalance where the sell leg includes a fund with an early cut off time and a late dealing point,
and where the switch is placed online at 10:45. In this example the buy leg of the switch invests into a
fund with standard cut off and dealing times. For instance a switch from Vanguard Lifestyle 100% to Cirilium
Passive Adventurous. This example takes three working days.

Note we do not reference settlement
times here as all switches are prefunded
and any additional trades you wish
to place can be carried out once
confirmation of the ‘buy’ trades have
been received from the fund manager.

CUT OFF

SELL LEG

Adviser places trade
before cut off

10:45

DEALING POINT
Asset manager receives
sell instructions to action
at valuation point

12:00

CONTRACT NOTE
Asset manager issues
electronic contract note
to confirm proceeds of sell
trades

17:00

SELL LEG

The two examples below show how
the variation in a fund’s cut off time and
dealing point may affect the time it takes
for a switch or rebalance to complete.

EXAMPLE 1

CUT OFF
Purchases are submitted at
next available cut off time

DEALING POINT
Asset manager receives
buy instructions to action
at valuation point

BUY LEG

CONTRACT NOTE
Asset manager issues
electronic contract note
to confirm number of units
purchased

SWITCH COMPLETE –
Pending Settlement
You can now place other
trades on the account

MONDAY

TUESDAY

CUT OFF
Adviser places trade after
fund’s cut off of 09:00

10:45

DEALING POINT
Asset manager receives
sell instructions to action at
valuation point

21:00

CONTRACT NOTE
Asset manager issues
electronic contract note
to confirm proceeds
of sell trades

08:30

10.45

CUT OFF
Purchases are submitted at
next available cut off time

10.45

12:00

DEALING POINT
Asset manager receives
buy instructions to action
at valuation point

12:00

17:00

CONTRACT NOTE
Asset manager issues
electronic contract note
to confirm number of
units purchased

17:00

17:01

SWITCH COMPLETE –
Pending Settlement
You can now place other
trades on the account

17:01

BUY LEG

SWITCHING AND
REBALANCING

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
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